Information Governance Tools: Vector for Content

Organizations find themselves needing to process or migrate information for a multitude of reasons: policy changes, system updates, mergers and divestitures, to name a few. Vector helps clients move and update large amounts of data that involve complex metadata from a corporate enterprise to a repository.

Now you can brave moving day without borrowing your friend’s truck!

VECTOR FEATURES:

- Process large collections of content
- Batch and command types for performing multiple processing tasks
- Supports transformation of data in place or during a migration
- Works with several leading content repositories
- Provides complete auditing and reconciliation for peace of mind
- Can be scheduled to run unattended in the background
- Performance tuning and workload distribution for fast migrations
- Support for migrating email archives from IBM Commonstore and

VECTOR BENEFITS:

- Framework of tools for easy creation of customized command pipelines to perform complex tasks with little or no programming
- Utilizes FileNet APIs to maintain supportability with IBM
- Supports selective migration and data cleanup during upgrades
- Configurable tracing levels, from error to debug
- Horizontally and vertically scalable